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PROGRAM GUIDE FOR DIGITAL TELEVISION ATSC STANDARD 1. SCOPE



This document specifies a compact, easily acquired, and easily updated program guide data base. It provides a standardized format for transmitting data about current and future programs using private data sections in a transport stream as defined in ISO/IEC 13818-1. Prior to being approved as an ATSC Standard, this document was designated T3/S8-050. This data can be acquired and processed by suitably equipped receivers to provide the user with an interactive electronic program guide. The syntax and semantics of this program guide are flexible and can address varying needs of broadcasters: those controlling one single terrestrial channel may choose to describe the programs carried on their specific physical transmission channel only, and those controlling closed networks (e.g., cable-telco TV systems, direct broadcast satellites) may choose to provide a coordinated program guide for the entire group of physical transmission channels. In the case where each broadcaster sends program data only about his/her own programs, a suitably equipped receiver would collect the data from each broadcast channel available at its location and assemble it into a data base that would support an interactive program guide. In the case of a closed network, this program guide structure allows the program guide information to be distributed over the various physical transmission channels as configured by the network administrator. In this case, a common master program guide is provided on all physical transmission channels, and it contains the program guide map that directs the receivers to the physical transmission channels and packet identifiers (PIDs) that carry additional program guide information. Obviously, if two or more terrestrial broadcasters wish to coordinate and combine their program guides so that each physical transmission channel carries data about programs in two or more multiplexes, it is possible for them to do so. The only requirement is that if a master program guide is transmitted on a given physical transmission channel, this master program guide must at least include information about all programs that are transmitted in the transport multiplex of that physical transmission channel.



NOTE: The user’s attention is called to the possibility that compliance with this standard may require use of an invention covered by patent rights. By publication of this standard, no position is taken with respect to the validity of this claim, or of any patent rights in connection therewith. The patent holder has, however, filed a statement of willingness to grant a license under these rights on reasonable and nondiscriminatory terms and conditions to applicants desiring to obtain such a license. Details may be obtained from the publisher.
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2. NORMATIVE REFERENCES



The following Recommendations and International standards contain provisions which, through reference in this text constitute provisions of this standard. ATSC Standard A/53 (1995),ATSC Digital Television Standard. ANSI/EIA-608-94 (1994),Recommended Practice for Line 21 Data Service . ISO/IEC IS 13818-1, International Standard (1994),MPEG-2 Systems. 3. COMPLIANCE NOTATION



As used in this document, “shall” or “will” denotes a mandatory provision of the standard. “Should” denotes a provision that is recommended but not mandatory. “May” denotes a feature whose presence does not preclude compliance, that may or may not be present at the option of theimplementer. This document contains symbolic references to syntactic elements. These references are typographically distinguished by the use of a different font (e.g., restricted ), may contain the underscore character (e.g., sequence_end_code ) and may consist of character strings that are not English words (e.g.,dynrng). 4. INTRODUCTION



This Program Guide consists of all the data necessary to tune channels and display available program information. The Program Guide data is conveyed using the private section format (stream_type =0x05) of the MPEG-2 system level transport as defined in the MPEG-2 Systems Standard (Section 2.5.4 and Section 2.4.4.10 of ISO/IEC 13818-1). The Program Guide also contains system configuration and control information, such as a system time, channelPIDs, and physical transmission channel numbers. This Program Guide consists of a Master Program Guide (MPG), several optional special program guides (SPG) and several optional information streams (Description Information Parcels: DIPs and Private Information Parcels: PIPs), which are configurable by the broadcaster. The contents of the private data streams, that are defined in this Program Guide are identified using the registration_descriptor (Section 2.6.8 of ISO/IEC 13818-1) and the private_data_indicator_descriptor (Section 2.6.29 of ISO/IEC 13818-1) within the MPG. When the Program Guide is transmitted within ATSC Digital Television bit stream, the registration authority for the private_data_indicator is ATSC. Figure 4.1 illustrates the general structure of this electronic program guide. The MPG indicates all current programming and the presence of further descriptive material within the network. In essence, the MPG is the only required stream for the Program Guide. If one Program Guide describes programs in more than one physical transmission channel, the same MPG must be transmitted on all related physical transmission channels. Any special program guides, SPGs, other than the MPG are optional and may provide additional slot information for future events, alternate channel information, or other guide information as configured by the service provider. —2—
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Electronic Program Guide Master Program Guide Master Guide Table (MGT)



Additional GuideData Table (AGDT)



Channel Info Table (CIT) 1



Special Program Guide (SPG) : Future Events Channel Info Table (CIT) 1



Channel Info Table (CIT) n



Event Info Table (EIT) 1



Event Info Table (EIT) n



Channel Info Table (CIT) n



Event Info Table (EIT) 1



Event Info Table (EIT) n



Description Information Parcel (DIP)



DIP_ID x



PID = 0x1FFD Required One / transport stream



PTC = As per MGT PID = As per MGT Optional Variable placement in transport streams



PTC = As per CIT PID = As per MGT Optional DIP_ID y



DIP_ID z Variable placement in transport streams



Private Information Parcel (PIP)



PIP_ID x



PIP_ID y



PIP_ID z



PTC = As per CIT PID = As per MGT Optional Variable placement in transport streams



Figure 4.1. General structure of the Electronic Program Guide. (PID: Packet Identifier, PTC: Physical Transmission Channel). The time data is sent as GMT, this allows the program guide to cover networks that may span time zones. The local time is derived from this GMT time information. The guide also provides provision for day light savings adjustments in every locality. The time critical data resides in the Master Program Guide (MPG) which is sent on each data multiplex at a maximum rate of 100kbps. The amount of this time-critical data never exceeds 64 kbytes. The data structures and transmission requirements of the Program Guide described in this document are specified to optimize both the transmission bandwidth requirements, and the complexity of implementation of the receiver. The structures are listed in binary form, most significant bit first (to the left). Integers and Double Length Integer quantities should be put into these byte formats with the most significant byte first, in the lowest address. The left byte of any quantity should be placed as the lowest byte address of that quantity. The document is organized as follows: The MPG is described in Section 5, and the SPG is described in Section 6. Section 7 describes the Description Information Parcels (DIP) and Private Information Parcels (PIP). Section 8 discusses the transmission —3—
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requirements of the program guide. Annex A explains the daylight savings time control. The service paradigm list and the default labels are provided in Annexes B and C, respectively.
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5. MASTER PROGRAM GUIDE



The Master Program Guide (MPG) describes all of the current programming information and reference information for all of the other optional guides. The MPG is the only required stream for the Program Guide. If one Program Guide describes programs in more than one physical transmission channel, the same MPG must be transmitted on all related physical transmission channels. The Master Program Guide is defined in four major tables: Master Guide Table (MGT); Additional Guide Data Table (AGDT); Channel Information Table (CIT); and Event Information Table (EIT). The general structure of the Master Program Guide is illustrated in Figure5.1. Master Program Guide Master Guide Table (MGT)



Additional GuideData Table (AGDT)



Channel Info Table (CIT) 1



Channel Info Table (CIT) n



Event Info Table (EIT) 1



Event Info Table (EIT) n



PID = 0x1FFD Required One / transport stream



Figure 5.1. General structure of the Master Program Guide. The MGT carries the registration_descriptor and private_data_indicator_descriptor that identify the contents of the private data streams defined in this program guide. In addition, the MGT carries time information, the PID list, the channel grouping list, and information regarding the size of the MPG. The AGDT carries the time base list for the available physical transmission channels, the Program Guide Map, and the Default Override Records. The CIT contains the channel information that does not change with time during the life of the MPG. This includes the PIDs that the streams are carried on, the virtual channel number, physical transmission channels, etc. The CIT contains the information needed to determine the video, audio, and data PIDs, physical transmission channel number, and channel information of any available program within the program guide. The EIT contains the event information (programming event titles, start times, etc.) for programming events on defined channels. The table IDs of these tables are listed in Table 5.1. The MPG tables are carried in the PID 0x1FFD as defined in this document. This PID shall be exclusively reserved for the MPG stream only. Within these tables several other data structures are defined. The following subsections contain a description of each of the data structures. 5.1 Master Guide Table (MGT)



The Master Guide Table (MGT) carries the registration_descriptor and the that identify the contents of the private data streams defined in this program guide. In addition, the MGT carries time information, the PID list, the private_data_indicator_descriptor
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channel grouping list, and information regarding the size of the MPG. The Master Guide Table only appears in the MPG. Table 5.1 Program Guide Structures and Table IDs Structure Master Guide Table Additional Guide Data Table Channel Information Table Event Information Table Description Information Parcel Private Information Parcel ATSC reserved



Acronym MGT AGDT CIT EIT DIP PIP



Table ID 0xE0 0xE1 0xE2 0xE3 0xE4 0xE5 0xE6-0xEF



PID 0x1FFD 0x1FFD depends on guide depends on guide As per MGT As per MGT ATSC reserved



In order to simplify data acquisition for large Program Guides covering a large number of virtual channels, the concept of Channel Groupings is defined. Channel Groupings help to partition the channels in a Program Guide into non-overlapping, contiguous groups. There can be a maximum of 16 channel groupings (0-15) with a maximum of 64 channels per Channel Grouping. Each Channel Grouping has its own Channel Information Table (CIT) section. The events that are scheduled to be presented on those channels are listed in Event Information Table sections. Once the channel groupings are defined in the MGT, all guides, MPG as well as SPGs must obey this grouping structure. Each channel may be described only in the EIT and CIT sections corresponding to the channel grouping whose range includes the virtual channel number of that specific channel. For example, if Channel Grouping 5 covers channel numbers in the range 300 to 600 (not more than 64 of them are actually present), channel 500, if it exists, must be defined in channel grouping 5, and cannot be defined in any other channel grouping. In the case of one broadcaster, who is describing a single data multiplex on one single physical channel, the concept of channel grouping is not important. In this case the broadcaster may define only one group consisting of all the virtual channels in his data multiplex, as long as there are no more than 64 virtual channels in this multiplex. To describe more than 64 virtual channels, at least two channel groupings would be necessary. The Master Guide Table is carried in a single Transport Packet with PID 0x1FFD, and obeys the syntax and semantics of the Private Section as described in Section 2.4.4.10 and 2.4.4.11 of ISO/IEC 13818-1. The general structure of the Master Guide Table is illustrated in Figure 5.2. The following constraints apply to the Transport packet carrying the MGT: •



PID



•



transport_scrambling_control



•



adaptation_field_control



•



payload_unit_start_indicator



shall have the value 0x1FFD bits shall have the value ‘00’



bits shall have the value ‘01’ shall be 1 —6—
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shall have the value 0x00



the remainder of the transport packet after the MGT section shall be padded with stuffing bytes of value 0xFF.



Section 1/1 private data descriptor



Master Guide Table Time Data



PID Association



Channel Grouping Map



Number of Packets List



Figure 5.2. General structure of the Master Guide Table. The bit stream syntax for the Master Guide Table is shown in Table 5.2. Table 5.2 Bit Stream Syntax for the Master Guide Table Syntax master_guide_table_section () { table_id section_syntax_indicator private_indicator reserved private_section_length table_id_extension reserved version_number current_next_indicator section_number last_section_number registration_descriptor () { descriptor_tag descriptor_length format_identifier for (i = 0;i< N;i++) additional_identification_info } private_data_indicator_descriptor () { descriptor_tag descriptor_length private_data_indicator } daylight_savings life_time app_time () { app_time_day app_time_slot } actual_GMT_time () { actual_time_day_of_week actual_time_days_in_month actual_time_year
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Bits



Format



8 1 1 2 12 16 2 5 1 8 8



0xE0 ‘1’ ‘1’ ‘11’ uimsbf 0x0000 ‘11’ uimsbf ‘1’ 0x00 0x00



8 8 32



0x05 uimsbf uimsbf



8



bslbf



8 8 32



0x0F 0x04 uimsbf



16 16



bslbf uimsbf



8 8



uimsbf uimsbf



3 5 8



uimsbf uimsbf uimsbf
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Syntax actual_time_month actual_time_day actual_time_hour actual_time_minute actual_time_second } PIDs () { zero_bits UP_PID zero_bits PIP_PID zero_bits DIP_PID } width_in_slots number_channel_groupings channel_grouping_list () { for (i = 0;i< number_channel_groupings;i++) zero_bits start_channel [i] } Npkts_list () { Num_pkts_MPG Num_pkts_AGDT for (i = 0;i< number_channel_groupings;i++) { Num_pkts_CIT[i] Num_pkts_EIT[i] } } first_link CRC_32
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Bits



Format



8 8 8 8 8



uimsbf uimsbf uimsbf uimsbf uimsbf



3 13 3 13 3 13



‘000’ uimsbf ‘000’ uimsbf ‘000’ uimsbf



8 8



uimsbf uimsbf



6 10



‘000000’ uimsbf



16 8



uimsbf uimsbf



8 8



uimsbf uimsbf



8 32



uimsbf rpchof



}



— This is an 8-bit field, which shall be set to 0xE0, identifying this table as the Master Guide Table. table_id



— This 1-bit field shall be set to ‘1’. It denotes that the section follows the generic section syntax beyond section length field. section_syntax_indicator



private_indicator — reserved —



This 1-bit field shall be set to‘1’.



Reserved bits that shall be set to ‘11’.



section_length — 12-bit field specifying the number of remaining bytes in this section immediately following the section_length field up to the end of the section. The value of the section_length shall be no larger than 180. The whole MGT section shall be transmitted in one Transport Packet. table_id_extension —



This 16-bit field shall be set to 0x0000.



— This 5-bit field is the version number of the whole program guide. The version number shall be incremented by 1 modulo 32 when a field in either the MPG or version_number
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fields in the Master



— This 1-bit indicator is always set to ‘1’ for program guide sections; the program guide sent is always currently applicable. current_next_indicator



section_number



— The value of this 8-bit field shall always be 0x00 (this table is only one



section long). last_section_number—



The value of this 8-bit field shall always be 0x00.



— This ISO/IEC 13818-1 descriptor identifies the registration authority, controlling theprivate_data_indicator field within theprivate_data_indicator_descriptor : registration_descriptor



— This 8-bit unsigned integer field shall have the value 0x05, identifying this descriptor asregistration_descriptor .



descriptor_tag



— This 8-bit unsigned integer field specifies the number of bytes of the registration_descriptor immediately followingdescriptor_length field.



descriptor_length



— This 32-bit field identifies the registration authority that assigns the private_data_indicator field within the private_data_indicator_descriptor . Within the ATSC Digital Television bit stream, the value of the format_identifier is 0x41545343 (ATSC in ASCII) defining the registration authority to be ATSC. format_identifier



— This ISO/IEC 13818-1 descriptor, in conjunction with the registration_descriptor , uniquely identifies the constructor of the user private data streams (UP_PID and PIP_PID), and definition of user defined SType and SPI_indicator values (Annex B) that are defined within this Program Guide. This allows a receiver to determine whether it can process the user defined fields (known registration authority and private_data_indicator ), and if it can, to determine what the intended purpose of the user defined fields are: private_data_indicator_descriptor



— This 8-bit unsigned integer field shall have the value 0x0F, identifying this descriptor asprivate_data_indicator_descriptor .



descriptor_tag



— This 8-bit unsigned integer field shall have the value 0x04, specifying the number of bytes of the private_data_indicator field.



descriptor_length



— The value of the private_data_indicator is assigned to a user by the registration authority identified in the registration_descriptor . If neither the UP_PID nor PIP_PID are used, and there are no user-defined SType and SPI_indicator values, there is no need to identify the user; henceprivate_data_indicator can be set to 0. private_data_indicator



— Daylight Savings Time Control bytes. Refer to Annex A for the use of these two bytes.



daylight_savings



— This 16-bit unsigned integer field indicates the time in seconds to the next change in any program guide field, except the life_time and actual_time fields in the Master Guide Table. Although this field represents the intended life time of a guide, changes in the program guide shall be reflected through the version_number . life_time
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— These two bytes indicate the day and time slot number (in terms of 30 minute slots, where each day is divided into 48 time slots each covering 30 minutes) of the start time for this MPEG. (It would normally be displayed in the left-most column.) app_time



app_time_day — app_time_slot



8-bit unsigned integer field indicating the starting day (1-31) of this MPG.



— 8-bit unsigned integer field indicating the starting slot number (0-47) of



this MPG. Example: A Master Program Guide describing a program starting at 3:00 a.m. on the 10th day of the month would have app_time_day = 10 and app_time_slot = 6 (6 slots of 30 minutes each, offset from the beginning of the day to come to 3:00 a.m.). — Current actual time (in GMT) of arrival of this field in the receiver. In addition to the actual_time offset and daylight_savings fields, there are two additional pieces of data necessary for the receiver to derive the correct local time: time offset (for time zone correction, indicating the difference between GMT and local time) and an indicator whether daylight savings correction is used in the locality. Both of these data may be supplied through the Conditional Access system, if present, or through the user interface. actual_GMT_time



The values of the fields indicate: actual_time_day_of_week—



Day of the week (1=Sunday - 7 = Saturday).



actual_time_days_in_month— actual_time_year —



Year minus 1900.



actual_time_month — actual_time_day —



Number of days in current month (28-31).



Month of the year (1-12) (Jan - Dec.).



Day of the month (1-31).



actual_time_hour —



Current hour (0-23).



actual_time_minute —



Current minute (0-59).



actual_time_second —



Current second (0-59).



PIDs



— The PIDs are 13-bit unique packet identifiers identifying each transport packet belonging to an elementary stream within an MPEG Transport stream: — User Private PID. This PID shall be exclusively reserved for the user private stream, and exists in all physical transmission channels covered by the program guide. The content of the UP_PID is defined by the user as identified by the registration_descriptor and private_data_indicator fields. If not used, theUP_PID value shall be set to 0x1FFF. UP_PID



— Private Information Parcel PID. This PID shall be exclusively reserved for the PIP stream only. The content of the private_information field in the PIP_PID is defined by the user as identified by registration_descriptor and the private_data_indicator fields. If not used, the PIP_PID value shall be set to 0x1FFF.



PIP_PID



— Description Information Parcel PID. This PID shall be exclusively reserved for the DIP stream only. If not used, theDIP_PID value shall be set to 0x1FFF.



DIP_PID



width_in_slots —



This is a byte that gives the width of the MPG in 30-minute slots.
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Example: value of 10 means that the MPG covers five hours of programming. — This is a byte that gives the number of Channel Groupings being used (1 to 16, inclusive). number_channel_groupings



— Variable length list (number_channel_groupings * 2 bytes) describing how the list of channels is partitioned into Channel Groupings. The list of all channels in use is partitioned into non-overlapping groups each containing channels with sequentially increasing channel number. The top channel number in the last grouping is assumed to be 999.



channel_grouping_list



— The first channel number (lowest channel number) in the i-th Channel Grouping (CG). A channel number shall be between 1 and 999, inclusive. The channel number corresponds to the program number in the MPEG System PSI sections.



start_channel[ i]



Example: If a program guide describes 100 virtual channels, with channel numbers 100 to 119, 200 to 209, 300 to 319 and 950 to 999, one possible channel grouping of the Program Guide can be constructed such that channels 100 to 319 are in CG 0 (50 actual channels in CG 0) and channels 950 to 999 are in CG 1 (50 channels in CG 1). Hence, number_channel_groupings = 2, start_channel[0] = 100 and start_channel[1] = 950. Note that with these values, CG 0 covers all channels between 100 and 949 (only 64 of them can exist at the same time) and CG 1 covers all channels between 950 and 999. Therefore, if the service provider wants to send information for a new channel with channel number 910, this channel has to be defined within CG 0. An alternative grouping structure could be to assign channels 100-119 to CG 0, 200 209 to CG 1, 300 - 319 to CG 2 and channels 950 to 999 to CG 3. In this case,



= 4, start_channel[0] = 100, start_channel[1] = 200, start_channel[2] = 300, and start_channel[3] = 950. CG 0 covers 100 - 199, CG 1 covers 200 - 299, CG 2 covers 300 - 949 and CG 3 covers 950 - 999. In this case, channel number 910 would have to be defined in CG 2. number_channel_groupings



— Variable length list, (number_channel_groupings * 2) + 2 bytes, indicating the number of Transport packets in MPG, AGDT,CITs and EITs: Npkts_list



— This 16-bit unsigned integer field indicates the total number of transport packets carrying the whole MPG in PID 0x1FFD; i.e., total number of transport packets with PID 0x1FFD carrying the MGT, AGDT, all CITs and all EITs (as indicated by thenumber_channel_groupings value). Num_pkts_MPG



— This 8-bit unsigned integer field indicates the total number of transport packets carrying the Additional Guide Data Table section PID in 0x1FFD. Num_pkts_AGDT



— This 8-bit unsigned integer field indicates the total number of transport packets carrying the Channel Information Table section for the i-th Channel Grouping inPID 0x1FFD. Num_pkts_CIT[ i]



— This 8-bit unsigned integer field indicates the total number of transport packets carrying all Event Information Table sections for all channels of the i-th Channel Grouping inPID 0x1FFD. Num_pkts_EIT[ i]
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— This 8-bit unsigned integer field indicates the number of the first linked guide (0 to 15 inclusive). Guide data streams other than the MPG are termed Special Program Guides (SPGs). SPGs are numbered from 1 to 15 indicating the index in the Program Guide Map in the Additional Guide Data Table (Section 5.2.2). SPGs can be forward linked from the MPG using this field. This field is set to zero for a guide that is not linked. first_link



Example: If the MPG covers programs from the present through the next 5 hours, and SPG 1 covers programs from +5 to +24 hours, then SPG 1 would be linked to the MPG using a value of 1 in thefirst_link field. — This is a 32-bit field that contains the CRC value that ensures a zero output from the registers in the decoder defined in Annex B of ISO/IEC 13818-1 “MPEG-2 Systems” after processing the entire Transport Stream Master Guide Table section. CRC_32



5.2 Additional Guide Data Table (AGDT)



The Additional Guide Data Table (AGDT) carries the time base list for the available physical transmission channels, the Program Guide Map, and the Default Override Records. The Additional Guide Data Table only appears in the MPG. The Additional Guide Data Table is carried in a single private section with table ID 0xE1 in PID 0x1FFD, and obeys the syntax and semantics of the Private Section as described in Section 2.4.4.10 and 2.4.4.11 of ISO/IEC 13818-1. The general structure of the Additional Guide Data Table is illustrated in Figure 5.3. The following constraints apply to the Transport packets carrying the AGDT: •



PID



•



transport_scrambling_control



•



adaptation_field_control



• • •



shall have the value 0x1FFD bits shall have the value ‘00’



bits shall have the value ‘01’



payload_unit_start_indicator of the transport packet carrying the table_id field of the AGDT section shall be 1 (first transport packet of the section)



of the transport packet carrying the table_id field of the AGDT section shall have the value 0x00 (first transport packet of the section)



pointer_field



the remainder of the transport packet carrying the CRC_32 field of the AGDT section shall be padded with stuffing bytes of value 0xFF (last transport packet of the section)



Additional Guide Data Table Time Base List



Program Guide Map



Default Override Record



Figure 5.3. General structure of the Additional Guide Data Table. — 12 —
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The bit stream syntax for the Additional Guide Data Table is shown in Table 5.3. Table 5.3 Bit Stream Syntax for the Additional Guide Data Table Syntax additional_guide_data_section () { table_id section_syntax_indicator private_indicator reserved private_section_length table_id_extension reserved version_number current_next_indicator section_number last_section_number time_base_list () program_guide_map () number_DOR for (j = 0;j< number_DOR;j++) { default_override_record (j) } CRC_32 }



Bits



Format



8 1 1 2 12 16 2 5 1 8 8 var var 8



0xE1 ‘1’ ‘1’ ‘11’ uimsbf 0x0000 ‘11’ uimsbf ‘1’ 0x00 0x00



uimsbf



var 32



rpchof



table_id — This is an 8-bit field, which shall be set to 0xE1, identifying this table as the Additional Guide Data Table.



— This 1-bit field shall be set to ‘1’. It denotes that the section follows the generic section syntax beyond section length field.



section_syntax_indicator



private_indicator — reserved —



This 1-bit field shall be set to‘1’.



Reserved bits that shall be set to ‘11’.



— 12-bit field specifying the number of remaining bytes in this section immediately following the section_length field up to the end of the section, including CRC_32 field. The value of this field shall not exceed 4093. section_length



table_id_extension —



This 16-bit field shall be set to 0x0000.



— This 5-bit field is the version number of the whole program guide. The version number shall be incremented by 1 modulo 32 when a field in either the MPG or any SPG changes with the exception of the life_time and actual_time fields in the Master Guide Table. version_number



— This 1-bit indicator is always set to ‘1’ for program guide sections; the program guide sent is always currently applicable. current_next_indicator



section_number



— The value of this 8-bit field shall always be 0x00 (this table is only one



section long). last_section_number—



The value of this 8-bit field shall always be 0x00. — 13 —
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— The time_base_list gives a list of available physical transmission channels, and one PCR_PID number for each physical transmission channel (time_base_list is described in Section 5.2.1). time_base_list



— The program_guide_map defines the optional SPGs in the program guide (program_guide_map is described in Sec. 5.2.2).



program_guide_map



number_DOR —



Number of default_override_records that follow (0-230).



— The default_override_record allows for the names of program ratings and theme category labels to be redefined (default_override_record is described in Section 5.2.3). default_override_record(j)



— This is a 32-bit field that contains the CRC value that ensures a zero output from the registers in the decoder defined in Annex B of ISO/IEC 13818-1 “MPEG-2 Systems” after processing the entire Transport Stream Additional Guide Data section. CRC_32



5.2.1 The Time Base List



The time base list provides the number of physical channels that can be accessed from the MPG. Also, for those physical transmission channels that carry time base information in PCR fields, one PCR_PID is specified. If the transport stream on a physical channel carries any video or audio programs, there will be at least one PCR_PID (one for each program) in that stream that carries the PCR fields. The time_base_PID in the time_base_list can be any one of the PCR_PID s carried in the transport stream of the physical channel. The purpose of the time base list is to provide a pointer in the receiver that will give access to a time base in cases where programs without an associated PCR are defined for private streams. Note that since any time_base_PID may be specified in the time_base_list field, it may not be valid for a particular program carried in the transport stream. The valid time base for each time-related program is defined in the Program Map Table section for that specific program through the PCR_PID definition (ISO/IEC 13818-1, Section 2.4.4.9). The bit stream syntax for the Time Base List is shown in Table 5.4. Table 5.4 Bit Stream Syntax for the Time Base List Syntax time_base_list () { number_PTCs for (i = 0;i< number_PTCs;i++) { zero_bits time_base_PID [i] } } number_PTC s



Bits



Format



8



uimsbf



3 13



‘000’ uimsbf



— This 8-bit unsigned integer field indicates the number of physical transmission channels accessible with this MPG (the value would be 1 for a single physical channel).
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— One PCR_PID on the corresponding physical transmission channel i. Set to 0x1FFF if the physical transmission channel does not have any PCR_PID. The first PID corresponds to physical transmission channel 0, and the last PID corresponds to the physical transmission channel given by (number_PTCs - 1). time_base_PID[ i]



5.2.2 The Program Guide Map (PGM)



The Program Guide Map defines up to 15 optional special program guides (SPGs) in the Program Guide. The general structure of the Program Guide Map is illustrated in Figure 5.4. Multiple program guides are allowed in the system. These guides may be linked or independent. All guides must be defined in the PGM. Program Guide number 0 is reserved for the MPG. One entry must be created for each SPG being transmitted. The first entry corresponds to SPG 1, the second to SPG 2, etc., in ascending sequential order.



Program Guide Map Number Guides



Special Guide Info 1



Special Guide Info 2



...



Special Guide Info n



Figure 5.4. General structure of the Program Guide Map. The bit stream syntax for the Program Guide Map is shown in Tab le 5.5. — This 4-bit unsigned integer field specifies the number of special program guides (SPGs) 0 - 15 inclusive (if 0, only the MPG is transmitted and no SPGs are defined). number_guides



— This 12-bit unsigned integer field specifies the number of bytes of the program_guide_map , starting immediately following the program_guide_map_size field up to the end of the program_guide_map . program_guide_map_size



— This 4-bit unsigned integer field specifies the number of the next special program guide (1 -15 inclusive) in sequence, if linked. A value of zero specifies a link back to the MPG. A value equal to the number of the current SPG indicates that there is no link to a next guide and that this is the last guide in a sequence. next



— This 4-bit unsigned integer field specifies the number of the previous special program guide (1 -15 inclusive) in the sequence, if linked. A value of zero links to the MPG as the previous guide. A value equal to the number of the current SPG indicates that there is no link to a previous guide and that this is the first guide in a sequence.



previous



Examples: If the MPG covers programs from the present through the next 5 hours, and there are two SPGs defined such that SPG 1 covers programs from +5 to +12 hours, and SPG 2 covers programs from +12 to +24 hours, SPG 1 would have values next = 2 and previous = 0, and SPG 2 would have values next = 2 and previous = 1. If there are two SPGs that are not linked to the MPG or to other SPGs, but are linked to each other, e.g., SPG5 and SPG6 covering a special group of future programs that occur in sequence, SPG5 would have values next = 6 and previous = 5 and SPG6 — 15 —
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would have values next = 6 and previous = 5. A special program guide that is not linked to the MPG or another SPG, e.g., unlinked SPG9, would have values next = 9 and previous = 9. Table 5.5 Bit Stream Syntax for the Program Guide Map Syntax program_guide_map () { number_guides program_guide_map_size for (j = 1; j< number_guides+1;j++) SPG_map(j) { next previous SPG_PTC PG_CSS SPG_indirect reserved left_column_month reserved left_column_day reserved left_column_slot width_in_slots if(SPG_indirect==‘0’) { zero_bits SPG_PID } else { SPG_ID } Npkts_list_SPG (j) { for (j = 0;j< number_channel_groupings;j++) { Num_pkts_SPG[j]_CIT[i] Num_pkts_SPG[j]_EIT[i] } } SPG_name_size SPG_name } }



Bits



Format



4 12



uimsbf uimsbf



4 4 8 32 1 3 4 3 5 2 6 16



uimsbf uimsbf uimsbf bslbf bslbf ‘111’ uimsbf ‘111’ uimsbf ‘11’ uimsbf uimsbf



3 13



‘000’ uimsbf



16



uimsbf



8 8



uimsbf uimsbf



8 8*n



uimsbf ISO-LATIN-1



— This 8-bit unsigned integer field specifies the Physical Transmission Channel Number where the SPG is found (0 to 255).



SPG_PTC



— This 32-bit field specifies the Customer Service Segment field for this SPG. A value of 0x00000000 indicates that the SPG is visible to all customers. Other values are defined by the service provider to regulate the visibility of this SPG through Conditional Access, if present. PG_CSS



— This is a 1-bit flag. A value of ‘0’ indicates that the SPG is transmitted on the SPG_PTC. A value of ‘1’ indicates that the SPG_ID is used as a source ID into the Virtual Channel Table (VCT). SPG_indirect
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— This 4-bit field indicates the month of the start time for this SPG (1: January - 12: December). It would normally be displayed in the left-most column. left_column_month



— This 5-bit field indicates the day of month of the start time for this guide (1-31 inclusive). It would normally be displayed in the left-most column. left_column_day



— This 6-bit field indicates the slot number of the start time for this guide in terms of 30 minute slots, where each day is divided into 48 time slots each covering 30 minutes. (0-47 inclusive). It would normally be displayed in the left-most column.



left_column_slot



— This 16-bit unsigned integer field indicates the number of 30 minute time slots spanned by this SPG. width_in_slots



— The SPG_PID under which this program guide is transmitted in SPG_PTC. This PID shall be exclusively reserved for this SPG stream only.



SPG_PID



— This 16-bit unsigned integer field is the application ID for the service carrying the SPG indirectly through the Virtual Channel Table (VCT). SPG_ID



Num_pkts_SPG[j]_CIT[ i] — This 8-bit unsigned integer field indicates the total number of transport packets carrying the Channel Information Table section for the i-th Channel Grouping for SPG[j]. Num_pkts_SPG[j]_EIT[ i] — This 8-bit unsigned integer field indicates the total number of transport packets carrying all Event Information Table sections for all channels of the i-th Channel Grouping for SPG[j].



— This 8-bit unsigned integer field indicates the total number of bytes in field. The range of numbers is 0 to 20 inclusive (0 meaning no SPG_name is



SPG_name_size



the SPG_name present).



— Variable length field carrying ISO-LATIN-1 codes describing the program guide name for this SPG (e.g., +5 Hour, or Tuesday Morning). The name shall not have more than 20 characters. SPG_name



5.2.3 Default Override Record (DOR)



Information regarding program ratings and theme category/subcategories are provided in the Event Information Table Sections for each programming event through category, subcategory, rating, content_advisory, violence_rating, language_rating and sex_rating fields (Section 5.4). The values of these fields are interpreted by referring to default names defined in Annex C. The general structure of the Default Override Record is illustrated in Figure 5.5. The Default Override Record structure allows the system provider to override these default names of program ratings and theme category/subcategory labels defined in Annex C. If no DOR are received in an AGDT section, then the receiver should use the default labels defined in Annex C. The bit stream syntax for the Default Override Record is shown in Table 5.6.
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Default Override Record (j)



Default Override #j Selector



Size of this DOR record



New Text Label 0



...



New Text Label 15



Figure 5.5. General structure of the Default Override Record. Table 5.6 Bit Stream Syntax for the Default Override Record Syntax default_override _record(j) { selector DOR_size if (selector==0x0) { super_category reserved } for (i = 0; i 
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STIHL KM 55 

KombiTool to operate your power tool. To receive maximum performance and satisfaction from your STIHL power tool, it is important that you read and understand the maintenance and safety precautions, starting on page 4, before using your power tool. C
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is applied in civil engineering areas such as transportation (truck and ...... First the physics and mathematics of the space segment will be given (without derivations). ...... Bugayevskiy, L.M. and Snyder, J.P., Map Projections: A Reference Manual,
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(IGMME â€“ 2nd Edition 1: 5 Million) was presented during the CGMW meeting in Tehran last May. 2009, thanks to .... infrastructures, combining and sharing our experience and assets in this way would seem to be essential. ..... Published in 2007 + acc
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55-1d Panphot Pol.pdf 

reading to 0.2Â°, Bertrand lens system in centring and focusing mount, can be used both in the ... Vertical Opak illuminator with compensator slot. micrography. 4.
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55-15e LABORLUX-POL.pdf 

from astigmatism without any special optical aids. The stand can be equipped with a monocular or a binocular tube. The tube can be removed or attached with a ...
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Diane a 55 ans 

O Diminution de la force physique. O Ã‰tat dÃ©pressif. O Diminution de la libido. O Fatigue persistante et inexpliquÃ©e. O Troubles de mÃ©moire. O DifficultÃ©s d' ...
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image is very brilliant and free from astigmatism without special corrections. The stand can be equipped with a monocular or a binocular tube. The tube can be ...
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prepared, it's time to spray on the chemical coats. BY RON ..... uct to use. You will know that retarder is needed if the Poly-Spray has a rough appearance or feel.
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55 - Gyro's Beagle Trap 

PIDN'T I TELL YOU THAT THE SPRING YOUR BOOBY-TRAP WAS WOUND UP TO0. TIGHT! I'M SENDING YOU A BILL FOR THE. DAMAGE TO THIS WALL!
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